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Instructions

Looking at the knowledge wall and tapping into your experience during these 2 days please let

us know:

1.) What value do you see in working together across organisations, silos and sectors?

2. What one thing would you like to change in your work that would allow for collaboration with

other sectors (like climate, social justice, etc.) of civil society in the year to come?

3.) What would you change to your work that would allow collaboration with other sectors (like

Health, social justice, climate, etc.) over the next 5 years.

4.) And who would you collaborate with?

5.) Finally, what would you need from this initiative to make it happen?

Please cluster your personal sticky notes with the answers to the question together and

place either your name and/or organisation's name on the sticky notes.

Final Thoughts & Possible New Emerging Ways Forward

there isa bit of

confusion

between

changing

oursselves to wk

Final Thoughts & Possible New Future Roads

Benefit is connecting with

individuals/organisations

operating in challenging

environments on challenging

issues - brings reassurance to

keep going. Very important in

an increasingly divided

Europe. Opportunity for

learning, doing, resourcing to

achieve more with less

Sharing

succesfull

campaign

strategies and

lobby tactics

getting an

*understanding* of

other's point of view,

why other's do what

they do (even when

you don't agree with

it :) )

We have a lot to

learn from those

that have won

big policy

changes in

health

Catalyzing

systemic change

by transforming

existing system

WITH the system

itself

colearning,

not working

at cross

purposes

New

Perspectives

and new

ideas

IATP: systemic change

in the meat and dairy

sector in the EU requires

depth and breadth of

joint collaboration

across silos and sectors,

so yeah, all for it!

We are all on the

same team (i.e.

farmers, health,

enviornment,

government.) Let's

work together vs

against. 

Given the complexity

and diversity of the

space please speak to

funders/co-ordinators

to get a bird's eye view

to avoid duplication

and increase synergy!

(with limited resources

working towards the same

goal as organizations:)

sharing knowledge means

avoiding duplication of work

(in German:

Doppelspurigkeiten), not

repeating mistakes/chasing

after things that haven't

worked

tackling each

other's blind

spots to gain

leverage

1) Collaboration is

essential as we can

achieve more together

and as Chris said really

change has occured in

the past due to the work

of large movem,ents -

MK EuroNatur
We are a small-ish

organisations so can't

represent the full

diversity of needs in

the food system. so

we must work with

others to maintain

diversity

Given the complexity of food

systems the most suitable

angle of attack might not be

the silo we sit in and so

intersectional strategies are

essential at the funding and

implementation levels. E.g. an

antibiotic win may be easier

but still have a climate benefit

Seeing the

multiple reasons

why this shift

needs to

happen

From EGO zu ECO:

using synergies

rather than

recreating existing

projects; no more

competing for

funding

Balancng power

across sectors

and orgs for the

Common Good

Knowledge

exchange and

skill-share.

Removing

barriers and

open dialogue

1.) What value do you see in working together across organisations, silos and sectors?

Feeling of

community

and being in

a joint "fight"

amplifying

each others

work and

ideas

The ability to form

opportunistic alliances

around strategic

interventions. One

group's primary objective

is a tactical entry point to

another group's goals

Data sharing-

avoiding

duplication (eg

accessing

Bloomberg

Terminals)

Learning

from others:

no one can

know it all!

Expanding

diversity of

thought &

idea-

generation

Benefit from

others'

expertise

Often, people are

specialist in one area

like campaigning or

scientific research.

Working together

allows best use of

that expertise 

Use data / material

from those with

knowledge for

further analysis,

engagement,

campaigning, etc

Better

awareness of

problems &

leverage points;

making blind

spots visible

Different

organisations have

different expertise

and we can share

that more positively

to co-create

solutions

"System change not

climate change"

needs a shift in civil

society. Therefore

civil society needs

to collaborate first. 

Reflecting

different

perspectives

in final

outcomes

Avoid

"reinventing the

wheel" - meaning

more time &

resources for

more impact!

Have more

impact through

cross-sector

partnerships /

allyship

Big and small

groups have

critical roles

to play.

Differences in

agendas are

smaller than the

common goals, so

we can work with

that much better I

think.

Opportunity to learn/

harness the experience/

resources of others to

take on issues/

challenges in my

context. I am will to do

to same for others in

their contexts

We do not need to

reinvent the wheel

and learn from

successes in other

campaigns like big

tobacco and big oil

democratise

data and

solutions

system

change not

possible

otherwise

Working with better

businesses and

farmers helps counter

the powerful narrative

that we are 'anti

business' or 'anti-

farmer'

knowledge and

exchange on first

place, but hopefully

also shared vision

and strategies,

leading to joined

actions 

Having a map of

different

organisations'

skills, expertise

and key

projects.

If you don't work

with community

groups you fail to

represent the

communities that

you are supposed to

benefit

Changing

mindsets

benefits from

the "weight of

opinion"

ontextualize my

work ; give new

and

complementary

arguments

Value of collaboration across silos

2. What one thing would you like to change in your work that would allow for collaboration with other sectors

(like climate, social justice, etc.) of civil society in the year to come?

3.) What would you change to your work that would allow collaboration with other sectors (like Health, social

justice, climate, etc.) over the next 5 years.

4.) And who would you collaborate with?

5.) Finally, what would you need from this initiative to make it happen?

Please cluster your personal sticky notes with the answers to the questions together and place either your name

and/or organisation's name on the sticky notes.

Q5: Willingness

to fund some

ideas with high

risk of failure

would like to

collaborate more

with organisations

looing at the social

aspect of food

systems

maybe the

movement

needs a joint

project? (like

BFFPhas brand

audit)

organised

and efficient

coordination

platforms

shift focus of internal

planning and

cooperation away

from details on vision

to action directed at

external power

dynamics

Advance from

cumulative to

collective

impact as a

network.

better and

more reliable

funding  for

civil society

organisations 

start some

campaigns

and let's see

what

happens

totally support this.

predictable, stable

funding to increase

our capacity to take

on work in the

colaition

we need to

challenge

existing

narratives not

play into them

1 & 2: short term

funding clashes with

the desire to have

long term strategies -

work closer with

funders to plan for

longer term strategies 

clear starting

point that food

is holistic and

interconnected

among diferent

sectors

multiple approaches

are needed, but we

must be careful that

some indsutry-

friendly approaches

do not undermine

system change

Funding for

systemantal

work with no

cleare

outcomes

I'd like to understand

specifically how

movements to reshape

our economy can apply

to food and climate

change (like brining

assets into community

ownership, co-

operatives etc)

5. Important that

we follow this up

with concrete

steps. The group

gathered here has

great potential

need:

collborative

funders strategy

&  engagement

of NGO senior

management

4. we work already with

many of the

organisations here, but

more on an ad-hoc

basis; be interested to

explore more stratgic/

longer term

collaborations 

2&3 Take more risks. Be

disruptive. Work with

farmer-led orgs .Have more

open discussions across

sectors like this. In person

events/relationships would

be helpful. Monthly online

meetings.  

Replying to 5:

HFHP ought to

advance social

norms against

infighting within

the broader food

movement 

Persuade funders

to take a more

holistic, systems-

wide view (broader

focus, and broader

ambition)

2 - Break down

silos between

the alternative

protein sector

and the climate

justice sector

Allowing for more

spaces like this

(and clearing the

diary for it!) to

enable

collaborations &

connections

5. Core and

development

funding in

addition to

programmatic 

5) I don't know

who's out there in

social justice -

maybe funders

could facilitate

links with other

sectors

2 – stronger focus on intersectoral,

multi-stakeholder approaches

3 – intersectoral project design (from

the beginning); including different

voices

4 – everyone, incl. big players of

existing food system (they need to

be taken into consideration) 

5 – funding for systemic change

initiatives where the ourcome is

unknown (since the focus lies on the

process)

Silvano Lieger, Sentience Politics

5 - provide space

and facilitate

dialogue between

different siloed

sectors

3. Stronger

network with

others -

collaborate on

projects from

inception onwards

2. Food Foundation:

To work more closely

with social inclusion

issues as well as

existing collaborations

on health &

environment

Effective

collaborating

requires resources

& these are the

hardest to find in

my experience. 

If we want to set

up a movement

we need to be

more specific

than less and

better

Solid funding base

to focus on

ideation, thought

leadership and

empowering of

Partners

1 & 2: More time! And

continuation of

opportunities to join

events online post-

COVID (no need for

travel and associated

costs in time and

money)

2. have more

capacity to work on

this , more human

resources and

operational support

4. We are focusing

on the supply side

of this problem and

think it's key to

synergise with

HFHP!

Work out hos to

"nest" Europe

focused work

with a global

food  agendaBe specific

about shared

objectives but

also different

focus areas. 

Important to distinguish between

HFHP emerging coalition (and

what it takes to make this

happen) from HFHP as a partner

or collaborator with other actors/

interests who do not necessarily

share in the HFHP mission

(govts, parliamentarians,

business, media, academia,

farmers etc). This requires

resourcing too

specific

funding aka

more time

3: more human

resources and

operational support;

strategic meetings to

decide areas of

collaboration with

others

3. Food Foundation (Will) I

would like to see a forum for

sharing initiatives and co-

creating projects and

funding proposals within a

wider shared goal for "less

& better".  Almost like a

dating app for NGOs and

funders working in this

issue!

Accept a diversity in

tools organisations are

employing to get to a

more sustainable and

healthy food. We need

diverse approaches and

should see them as

strengths of the

movement.

farmers

associations

because labour

right will become

more important in

the future (i hope)

Planet Tracker

4. Collaborate with:

- data gatherers /

database operators

- research producers

- those engaged with

financial market actors

This is a title...

5. 

Eg managing

"meat as a treat"

narratives 

This is a title...This is a title...This is a title...

4. collaborate with climate

campaigners, with those

running investment and

finance campaigns, with

those who have worked on

commodity campaigns; with

those in the global south

who would better inform

how the  campaign would

impact them.

5 - capacity to start an

international lobbying agency

dedicated to animal welfare

politics, in the sense of a political

umbrella organization

representing our common

interests and providing a platform

for sharing of knowledge and

best practices (legal / policy

leverage)

(Julia Fischer, Sentience Politics)

2- Important to distinguish

between engaging individuals

(who make things happen) and

organisations (which

sometimes stop things from

happening). HFHP should find

ways of investing in both

indivduals & organisations

Planet Tracker

5. Clear map of who is

doing what, how they

want to collaborate,

and what they are able

to offer into that

collaboration

5) campaigning

material/strategy

5. For funders to understand and value

that a focus on retailers without

addressing agbiz will be missing a key

lever that actually impacts both ends of

the supply chain (consumers and

producers) and that without addressing

howto shift power, the strategy is

incomplete. Also to understand that

without looking at the role of EU

exports of meat and dairy, the strategy

is incomplete. Similarly, a campaign

must be designed with the input of

global South food systems thinkers

5. Particularly interested

to leverage recent wins

in the climate change

using investors and the

recent UN report on

methane to accelerate

food transformation

1) I am going to

'social justice-

proof' every

policy or

change that I

recommend

3. Interested to see

more finance

campaigning against

keystone investors

and increase

awareness within

financial community

Be able to devote more time to

get my head out of the box.

This amounts to more

resources, some which would

be dedicated to exchange of

information and ideas

Your own actions & needs to enable collaboration

28/05/2021

4. Food Foundation (Will).

We would collaborate

with other health/

environment NGOs, those

working on social issues,

as well as specific groups

engaging with investors

and governments.

5. Food Foundation

(Will) please create

the forum for

collaboration and

co-funding and co-

creating projects.


